Ah, Juliet! One of our most popular designs is back
and better than ever, with an all new fit and
combinations for even more variations.
Design details include a fitted sleeveless bodice with
a scoop neckline, gathered bustline, empire waist,
and A-line skirt. There are 4 different lengths offered
so you can make this design to suit your fancy.
Variations include 3 different tie belts, tiered skirt
(with or without contrasting fabric between), and a
ruffle or hemband at the lower edge.
Wear Juliet Nouveau with slim pants or a skirt,
leggings, boots, or pretty sandals. Don’t forget your
scarf for the perfect French touch! This design also
works well as a layering piece with jackets and
cardigans, making it perfect for year round wear.
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See inside for more
color photos of
variations!

Fabric - All Sizes
Bodice & Facings
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Hips
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1 yard
7/8 yard

Above Knee Length

1 1/4 yard

Below Knee Length

1 2/3 yard

Maxi Length

2 1/8 yard

Tiered (up to a total of 5, PER tier)

1/2 yard

Hembands or Simple Ruffle

1/3 yard
1/4 yd, main
Pieced Hemband (wide)
3/8 yd, contrast
1/3 yd, main
Pieced Ruffle (wide)
1/6 yd, contrast
two areas: 1/4 yard
Bias Trim
tiered maxi: 1/2 yd
Tie Belt
1/3 yard
Tie Wrap Belt
1/8 yard
Stabilizer & Notions
Pellon 911FF
1/2 yard
lightweight interfacing, 20” wide

Other Supplies

All yardage is based on
45” width fabric. Fabric
suggestions: cotton, cotton
voile, lawn, linen, Matka silk,
or rayon.
Pick and choose from the
design options, then combine
yardages as desired for your
own unique look.
See the inside cover and
instructions for specifics on
the samples shown.
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Nouveau

Zipper foot
Ruffler Foot (optional)
Cotton/polyester thread
Rotary cutter, ruler, & mat
Fabric marking pencil

1 - 20-22" invisible zipper
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Skirt - for height up to 5' 4"; add more yardage for heights over 5' 4"
Hip Length
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